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Message From
The Director

Graduation 
Highlights of 

Title III Funded 
Graduate 
Programs 

Greetings, 

As we embark upon a new fiscal year, the Office of Title III Programs would like to 
extend our thanks to all of the Title III funded activities for your stewardship and 
commitment to excellence. Your continuous feedback has been used to redesign 
and enhance our business processes to improve effectiveness and efficiency within 
the Title III Office. The newly developed video series is the most recent example 
of continuous improvement implemented to provide a more innovative form of 
customer service. 

The Office of Title III Programs looks forward to another year of consistently working 
to provide faculty, staff, and students with cutting-edge resources and opportunities 
needed to prepare our students for success. Always feel free to contact our office for 
questions or concerns at 850-599-3527. 

Regards,

Wanda Ford, D.M.
Executive Director

Degree       Number of graduates
           2013 - 2014

Master’s in Architecture        12

Juris Doctor (Law)         176

Dr.PH (Doctorate in Public Health)               2

Ph.D. – Pharmacy        12

Pharm.D. – Pharmacy       108

Ph.D. – School of the Environment      1

Ph.D. – Physics        4

TOTAL         315

Title III Programs provided funding for 
graduate and professional programs as 

shown in the table for 2013 - 2014:
(Information taken from the Florida A&M University Office 

of Institutional Research’s Website.)
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Legal Scholars Preparatory Program
Collaborates to Ensure Successful Entrance to Law School

Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University (FAMU) 
has created a 3+3 Program, wherein undergraduates can 
complete three years (90 credits) of education at FAMU 
and complete their fourth year as a first-year law student 
at the FAMU College of Law in Orlando, Florida, which is a Title 
III supported activity.

The program allows students to complete an undergraduate 
degree and attain their Juris Doctor (J.D.) degree in six years 
(3+3), instead of the customary seven years.  The program saves 
on tuition and allows focused and motivated students to start 
their legal careers a year earlier than normal.  While the College 
of Law already offers the most reasonable tuition in the state of 
Florida, subtracting one year of undergraduate costs certainly 
enhances the College of Law’s value.

“A major benefit for both FAMU as a whole and the College of 
Law in particular is that this program reinforces the attractiveness 
of the College of Law to our students, while also consolidating 
the pool of the most qualified and talented FAMU students,” said 
Jon P. Perdue, Esq., interim director of the FAMU Legal Scholars 
Preparatory Program. “According to the American Bar Association 
(ABA), FAMU is currently, and has historically been, the second 
best HBCU feeder school of applicants to the ABA approved 
law schools. The 3+3 program, which is unique to FAMU 
among HBCUs with law schools, will hopefully increase FAMU’s 
attractiveness as a destination for prospective law students.”  

Currently, the 3+3 program has partnered with the Departments 
of History and Political Science, Criminal Justice, Sociology, 
and African American Studies. Perdue says there appears to be 
enough demand among students in other majors to discuss 
expansion so that Journalism and Environmental Science majors 
are also eligible. 

For the initial selection into the program, a student must have 
a minimum SAT score of 1000 or a comparable ACT score; a 
minimum of 15 credit hours of completed FAMU course work, 
with a 3.2 FAMU grade point average; completion of a minimum 
of one semester in residence at FAMU; and an application 
during the second semester of the freshman year or during the 
sophomore year.
To be admitted to the College of Law, the 3+3 applicant must 
still take and obtain a qualifying LSAT score and be otherwise 
approved for admission by the College of Law.  With over a 
year under his belt, the interim director of the Legal Scholars 
Program (LSP) has focused on recruiting new members to the 3+3 
program as well as working with current members to make sure 
they have the GPA and LSAT scores for early admission to the Law 
School. As of April 2015, there are 22 active participants in the 
3+3 program. 

While the final decision for early admission to the College of Law 
rests solely with its admission committee, the current targets for 

This program reinforces the attractiveness of 
the College of Law to our students, while also 
consolidating the pool of the most qualified and 
talented FAMU students.

-Jon P. Perdue, Esq.
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FIRST ANNUAL TEACHING 
AND LEARNING CONFERENCE

IAIP Helps FAMU Faculty to Engage at the 

By Deidre P. Williams

Student engagement is a popular 
topic in education, most likely 
resulting from an increased 
understanding among educators 
of its pivotal role in the learning 
process.  For this reason, the 
Innovative Academic Instruction 
Project (IAIP) in partnership with 
the Teaching and Learning Center at 

FAMU Chief Sustainability Officer 
Abena Ojetayo discusses the 
importance of incorporating 
“Sustainability Across Disciplines” 
as a learning outcome beyond the 
purview of the natural sciences 
at the Engage 2015 Teaching and 
Learning Conference at Florida 
A&M University.

Kelvin Thompson, Ph.D., 
associate director at the Center 
for Distributed Learning, speaks 
to FAMU faculty about “The 
Revitalizing Power of Teaching 
with Technology” during the 
Engage 2015 Teaching and 
Learning Conference.

Associate Professor Rebecca 
Sager, Ph.D., presents “Engage 
More, Profess Less: Empowering 
Students Through Active 
Learning” at the Engage 
2015 Teaching and Learning 
Conference at Florida A&M 
University.



Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University decided to bolster student engagement from a buzzword to a campus priority 
by hosting the first annual Teaching and Learning Conference, Engage 2015.  This year’s theme is “A Fresh Approach to Teaching 
and Learning.” 

Approximately, 100 faculty members from varied disciplines gathered to discover new strategies to keep their teaching fresh 
and innovative by using technology, active learning strategies, and sustainability initiatives to keep students and faculty 
engaged inside and outside of the college classroom.   

“The Engage Conference will quickly become a signature event at FAMU in terms of faculty development,” said Genyne Boston, 
Ph.D., conference chair and faculty development program director.

Keynote speaker, Kelvin Thompson, Ph.D. of the University of Central Florida’s Center for Distributed Learning, discussed the 
Revitalizing Power of Teaching with Technology for the 21st century faculty member. Associate Professor Rebecca Sager, Ph.D., 
encouraged colleagues to “Engage More, Profess Less” by using active learning strategies to empower students. Sager spoke 
highly of how redesigning her course through IAIP training impacted her teaching philosophy and student learning outcomes 
in her music history course. 

“Engagement is central to our approach for academic innovation,” said Errol Wilson, IAIP associate director. “As an educational 
partner with FAMU, we strive to provide practical solutions to maximize student and faculty engagement to impact learning 
outcomes. It was great to hear about the tangible evidence of our training efforts through Dr. Sager’s presentation.” 

students seeking early admission 
are a 3.2 GPA and a 148 LSAT score. 
However, the LSAT still remains a 
challenge for FAMU students. 

According to the American Bar 
Association’s (ABA) most recent 
figures, Florida A&M University 
sends the second largest number 
of students to ABA approved law 
schools between HBCU’s.  Yet, 
Rattlers continue to perform at the 
national average of 142 out of 180 
for African Americans on the Law 
School Admissions Test (LSAT), 
which unfortunately is nearly 10 
full points below the national 
average. Thus, the LSAT stands as 
one of the great points of attrition 
for African Americans who hope to 
become attorneys. 

In order to combat this problem, 
the Legal Scholars Program has 
partnered, over the past two 
years, with the School of Graduate 
Studies and Research, and the 
Student Government Association 
as well as Princeton Review and 
TestMasters in order to close this 
achievement gap. 

In 2014, there were 25 students 
enrolled in a Princeton Review 
taught LSAT prep course, 
including the 3+3 students 
that would be eligible for early 
application to the College of Law 
this fall. This course, for which 
the students only needed to pay 
the registration fee for the June 
2014 LSAT, met every weekend 
for 3.5 hours per session from 
March 28 – June 1. The interim 
director of the Legal Scholars 
Preparatory Program screened the 
participants, who were required 
to adhere to strict attendance 
policies. 
 

The 2014 LSAT prep course 
participants achieved an average 
LSAT score that was 5.5 points 
higher than the FAMU students 
who did not take the June 2014 
LSAT prep course. That outcome 
encouraged the LSP to renew 
the above partnership in 2015 
substituting TestMasters for the 
Princeton Review. There are 27 
students enrolled in the 2015 
course and they were scheduled 
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Title III Funding Attracts $1.6M:  
FAMU on the Cutting Edge of Next Generation STEM Education

Active learning 
classrooms are a 
proven model of 
campus interaction 
that supports the 
convergence of 
pedagogy, space, 
and technology.

The Innovative Academic Instruction for STEM Programs receives Student Aid and 

Fiscal Responsibility Act (SAFRA) funding.  The funding received on this project has 

been used to support the creation of two (2) active learning teaching classrooms 

(SCALE-UP) and to provide support for faculty training on pedagogical best practices 

for enhancing student learning. The College of Science and Technology leveraged the 

funding for this project, and the resulting initiatives that have been implemented, to 

secure external funding from the National Science Foundation, via the Historically Black 

Colleges and Universities Undergraduate Program (HBCU-UP). This is a four-year $1.6 

million grant.  These resources will enhance faculty instruction and student learning in 

the college. The activities and initiatives of the HBCU-UP grant will utilize the facilities 

and infrastructure that was funded and created by the SAFRA activity. The successful 

implementation of the project will transform how students are introduced to, and 

engaged with, science at FAMU, and it will ultimately play a major role in positioning 

FAMU as a national model in STEM education. The project will benefit FAMU by 

enhancing the quality of the educational experiences of students who enroll in STEM 

courses. Specific anticipated outcomes are increases in the number of students who 

pursue STEM careers, increases in the graduation and retention rates of STEM majors, 

and increased professional development opportunities for STEM faculty and students.

For centuries, teaching and learning on college campuses have occurred in 

classrooms that are designed to accommodate lecture-based instruction. Today, 

universities are rethinking the physical design of its learning spaces as higher education 

continues to evolve and expand. Faculty who are looking for sustainable teaching 

solutions that deepen a student’s conceptual understanding, and millennial students 

who crave more interactive learning experiences from their instructors are finding 

common ground inside of active learning classrooms—or ALCs—on campuses 

worldwide. 

Leading the development of ALCs for all undergraduate science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics programs at Florida Agricultural and Mechanical 

University is the Innovative Academic Instruction Project (IAIP). 

“Active learning classrooms are a proven model of campus interaction that supports 

the convergence of pedagogy, space, and technology,” said IAIP Associate Director 

Errol Wilson. “We believe—and studies indicate—that student achievement, mastery, 

and retention are best achieved when teaching is student-centered and occurs within 
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these highly collaborative, technology rich 

learning spaces.” 

Technology, however, is not the 

“active ingredient” in the ALC. “It is the 

social interaction between students and 

instructors, enriched by technology, that 

make these spaces unique,” Wilson said. 

In a traditional classroom, seating 

arrangements are typically fixed and 

focused on the instructor; communication 

is primarily transmitted one-way 

from behind a podium; and student 

engagement is often constrained by a 

heavy reliance on note taking with few 

opportunities for interaction. 

In an ALC, seating is arranged around 

modular tables equipped with computers 

to encourage collaboration and small-

group work. Instructors use a centered 

workstation that gives them freedom 

to facilitate two-way communication 

using technology controls; line of sight 

is improved and instructors have more 

flexibility to move around the room to 

provide instant feedback.

Furthermore, courses in an ALC are 

typically ‘flipped’ where students watch 

lectures online for homework, which 

frees up time during class for students to 

work on real solutions through hands-on 

activities, simulations, and discussion. 

Students have an opportunity to instantly 

apply knowledge without having to wait 

for an internship or job after graduation to 

gain experience using high-order thinking 

skills to solve problems.

Preliminary data show positive trends 

in student outcomes (grades) for several 

STEM courses taught in the active learning 

classroom. Students receiving failing 

grades (D, F, W) decreased in comparison 

to prior years using traditional teaching 

methods and learning spaces. Passing 

grades simultaneously increased in these 

courses. These results are preliminary, 

but impactful as they provide evidence 

of promise that active learning is a useful 

and effective method for teaching STEM 

courses at Florida A&M University.  

 “The number of students passing 

my linear mathematics course increased 

by 30 percent as a result of changing my 

course design to include active learning 

strategies and teaching in the ALC,” said 

Desmond Stephens, Ph.D., an associate 

professor and faculty development 

coordinator for the University’s Quality 

Enhancement Plan (QEP). QEP, under the 

leadership of Director Genyne Boston, 

Ph.D., first initiated faculty development 

initiatives for active learning instruction at 

FAMU. 

Jasmine Vanderhorst, an industrial 

engineering graduate from New Orleans 

took Dr. Stephens’ linear mathematics 

course in the ALC. She believes all 

FAMU students will benefit from taking 

classes in what she calls a more ‘modern’ 

environment. 

Used with permission. A&M Magazine ©2014

Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University (FAMU) has more 

than 50 accredited baccalaureate degree programs within its 

colleges and schools. Within the last few years, the colleges and 

schools with specialized accreditation have undergone various 

visits to maintain and reaffirm existing accreditation with the 

assistance of the Office of Institutional Effectiveness. Since 2010, 

programs offered in the College of Science and Technology, 

School of Allied Health Sciences, School of Architecture and 

Engineering Technology, College of Education, School of 

Journalism and Graphic Communication, College of Pharmacy 

and Pharmaceutical Sciences, School of Nursing, and College 

of Social Sciences, Arts, and Humanities have all gone through 

successful reaccreditation visits. The School of Business and 

Industry and the Veterinary Technology program also sought 

initial accreditation and were successful. The School of Business 

and Industry was awarded initial accreditation in 2013 by the 

Accreditation Council for Business Schools and Programs 

(ACBSP) for its programs in business administration (bachelor’s 

and master’s degrees) and accounting (bachelor’s degree). 

The facilities management major within the existing business 

administration program was also granted initial accreditation by 

the International Facilities Management Association (IFMA) and is 

Focus on Specialized Accreditation
By Sundra Kincey, Ph.D.

cont’d next page
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also the first program in Florida and at a historically Black college 

or university (HBCU) to receive such accreditation. In 2014, the 

veterinary technology major within the existing Bachelor of 

Science in Agricultural Sciences also received initial accreditation 

by the American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) 

Committee on Veterinary Technician Education and Activities 

(CVTEA).

Maintaining accreditation is a continuous process that impacts 

every facet of an academic program. In order to merit the 

important validation of quality that accreditation provides, 

programs must unceasingly stay abreast of changes in the 

discipline and new accreditation requirements. One of the 

cornerstones of this process is that faculty remain current in 

their respective fields and undertake redesign of curricula to 

keep the content of courses current and also seek more effective 

ways for delivering that content to enhance student learning 

and performance. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness 

provides workshops in innovative teaching methods, curricular 

design, and assessment methods. The Office also, on occasion, 

hires consultants who are experts in the specific fields to assist 

programs in redesigning curricula and continuing to meet 

accreditation requirements.

cont’d from previous page
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